NWSS&R LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION
AGENDA

- Timed Event Cattle
- Bucking Stock
- Rodeo Horses
- Tracking
- Contract Act Animals
- Health Papers
TIMED EVENT CATTLE

- One Stock Contractor
- One herd of livestock
- TB test on health papers is required
BUCKING STOCK

• Multiple Contractors
• Livestock from different states and countries
• Recently mixed with animals from different areas of the nation
• Housed in a small confined area with shared water
Each Horse is required to have a current Health certificate
Each horse is required to be listed on a signed Declaration
Each Horse is required to have a current Declaration
PREVENTION

• Each Timed Event
  Contestant receives a gift
  with purchase of a stall
Each horse has the same requirements as rodeo horses.

These horses are at the facility for the longest amount of time.

**Contract Acts**

- Each horse has the same requirements as rodeo horses.
- These horses are at the facility for the longest amount of time.